SMC appoints merger committee

By Ann Therese Darin

The Executive Committee of the St. Mary's Board of Trustees has established a subcommittee to possibly merge the SMC and Notre Dame Boards of Trustees and two other members from each Board on May 2.

The purpose of the meeting, according to Sr. Alma, is "to draw up a joint statement which will be approved by both Boards of Trustees when they meet May 14th." The statement will be presented to a committee composed of the chairmen of the SMC and the Notre Dame Boards of Trustees; both presidents and two other members from each Board.

In another action at the meeting, the committee suggested that an interim committee, consisting of the chairmen of the SMC Board and president of Notre Dame, be appointed to handle a similar committee set up by Student self-government. says that the body has no accomplishments to its name. He said that he felt the members of the SMC Board should be a "check on the administrative rashness.

T.C. Treanor, a sophomore from Badin who has served as a Senator this year said "The SLC is a worthless, powerless body that has no accomplishments to its name." He said that the body must be radically changed and given power in order to be any more than a glorified high school student council.

Treanor proposed the addition of trustee and attorney to the body, and the setting up of seven committees to deal with needs of University life. His proposed SLC would have a steering committee that would decide which of the other committees would handle a motion.

He proposed that these committees have the final say on anything they're dealing with. In this way, Treanor said, the SLC can be effective.

He stated that the SLC must be the highest University body if Student self-government is to be more than a facade.

Jerry O'Connor, a junior from Rego Park, was a member of Krishna's cabinet as Off-campus Campus Commissioner said that the SLC has potential but is facing its biggest challenge yet: the implementation of the new education policy.

He said that he felt the members of the SLC must make sure the students are represented and that Student Life is in the forefront issue. The administration, according to O'Connor tends to operate under different values than those of the students. They worry about keeping the place open, public relations, alumni's feelings and not the students.

North Quad SLC candidates expound on campaign issues

by mike murphy

Five North Quad SLC candidates discussed their positions yesterday in separate interviews. They all stated a degree of dissatisfaction with the present operation and achievements of the SLC.

John Cullen, a junior from Zahn Hall, said that "The SLC should be the most important legislative body on campus." It has great potential, he said, "but hasn't lived up to it.

He said that there have been many proposals brought up by the administration, who according to Cullen control the body. He would like to see the students and faculty work together to gain more power.

Cullen stated that he feels the main thing to be dealt with by the SLC is co-education. He feels that the administration is going to have to handle a lot of that issue, like the placing of girls on campus, but the ground work should be done in the SLC.

He would want to see a rededication of the "imminent danger clause," an investigation of the judicial system and better communications between the SLC and student body.

In summary he said that the SLC in its present form should be a "check on the administrative rashness.

T.C. Treanor, a sophomore who ran through the discussions with the candidates for the North Quad seat and a shorter discussion of the Hall Life Report, the Student Life Council yesterday adjourned for lack of a quorum and set its next meeting tentatively for this Thursday at 4:15.

The discussion of the Tracey candidacy was permitted by chairman Dr. William Eagan at the suggestion of student Mark Zimmerman when the SLC did not have a quorum.

The discussion was brief, and ended when a fifth member of the Adminstration showed for the meeting.

Former National Student Association Coordinator, Sr. Novak spike for Miss Tracey's position, saying that the election committee set up by the Student Government was unconstitutional, and thus the decision not to allow her to run was illegal.

Zimmerman suggested that legalistic problems be minimized, and that the fact that she could represent the students should be the most important factor in a decision, which was not forthcoming.

The committee delegated Fr. McCluskey to meet with all of the college's faculty tomorrow afternoon to explain the steps which the college will take.

According to Treanor, "The committee will assist the administration in smoother steps toward unification. He plans to have a majority of the committee's work done by midsummer.

He anticipates that the SMC's Board and Trustees may appoint a similar committee to facilitate the merger while his committee is at work.

Zimmerman suggests SLC reconsider Tracey candidacy

After a brief informal discussion of the Ann Marie Tracey candidacy for the student senator position, North Quad seat and a shorter discussion of the Hall Life Report, the Student Life Council yesterday adjourned for lack of a quorum and set its next meeting tentatively for this Thursday at 4:15.

The discussion of the Tracey candidacy was permitted by Dr. William Eagan at the suggestion of student Mark Zimmerman when the SLC did not have a quorum.

The discussion was brief, and ended when a fifth member of the Administration showed for the meeting.

Former National Student Association Coordinator, Sr. Novak spike for Miss Tracey's position, saying that the election committee set up by the Student Government was unconstitutional, and thus, the decision not to allow her to run was illegal.

Zimmerman suggested that the legalistic problems be minimized, and that the fact that she could represent the students should be the most important factor in a decision, which was not forthcoming.

The committee delegated Fr. McCluskey to meet with all of the college's faculty tomorrow afternoon to explain the steps which the college will take.

According to Treanor, "The committee will assist the administration in smoother steps toward unification. He plans to have a majority of the committee's work done by midsummer.

He anticipates that the SMC's Board and Trustees may appoint a similar committee to facilitate the merger while his committee is at work.

Zimmerman suggested that legalistic problems be minimized, and that the fact that she could represent the students should be the most important factor in a decision, which was not forthcoming.
Faccenda speaks on 'imminent danger'

Applications being received for

University Judicial Board

Names must be submitted by May 1st.

Applications can be picked up in SG office or call Dave Tushar (383-6269). For further information.

Tel (283-8359) For further information.

Mooney withdraws

Mooney withdraws from the race for a South Quad Seat on the Student Life Council yesterday. He protested the refusal of the Student Government Election Committee to allow former St. Mary's SRL Ann Amarit Tracey to run for a North Quad Seat on the SLC.

Mooney said he was withdrawing from the race because "change will have to come through the student body this year," and not through the structures and student government.

This is the LAST WEEK for those who want to change their minds.

There are 33 make-up appointments available.

Monday, April 26, 1971

Continued from page 1.

A. I think that the big problem here is the definition of the word "informed." Informal has always meant to me that the method whereby you determine whether somebody is guilty or innocent. There is either a formal way of coming to that point or an informal way. There is certainly nothing informal about any serious crime or violation. I don't think anybody would view either one of those two things as being informal.

I hear precious little discussion of whether a man is guilty or innocent and I hear a great deal of discussion about how bureaucratic we can make the machinery so that there is no possibility of ever finding out whether somebody is guilty or innocent. I think that that is at the crux of our discussion. I think that there are people that would like to make the system so bureaucratic that there would never be a possibility of determining whether the person is guilty or innocent. It would just go away because we'd be constantly in discussion and negotiation much the same as we have in our civil courts where it takes as much as seven years to try a case.

Q. Is much of Fr. Reihle's work now basically the informal disposition of student discipline?

A. I would say this, and I don't know because I don't get involved except in one event out of a thousand, during the discussions on the ride with Frank Fyshable to tell us how many students asked to have him decide the merits of their case -- their guilt or innocence and if guilty their punishment. It came out that about 95 percent of the students who came to him asked that he handle it personally rather than go before a board.

There had been only three or four cases in the previous two years in which anybody had asked to be heard by a panel of his peers. All of these cases were considered to be "political" violations rather than violations of rules that are relatively certain.

Q. Why do you think that so many of the accused students prefer to be heard by Fr. Reihle?

A. There are a lot of reasons why that would occur. I think that secrecy is probably the single reason. Realizing that the possibility exists that there is no advantage to going through a proof of innocence or guilt and that the punishment that the Dean of Students would set down would be at least no worse than a punishment of a panel if a panel operated on a panel should. Those are probably the three things that make the accused want the decision of students to handle it.

Tomorrow more on the "imminent danger clause."

Mooney withdraws

Defeated Student Body Presidential Candidate and Off-Campus Senator Don Mooney withdrew from the race for a South Quad Seat on the Student Life Council yesterday. He protested the refusal of the Student Government Election Committee to allow former St. Mary's SRL Ann Amarit Tracey to run for a North Quad Seat on the SLC.

In a strong verbal assault on Election Committee Chairman Orlando Rodriguez, Mooney said, "I suspect there is no other motive in this action by Orlando and the Committee than the cynical manipulation of the SLC election process."

He accused student government of "guaranteeing his friends into SLC seats," and cited the rule that enables students to run in any voting district as one of the means of accomplishing the alleged manipulation of the election.

Mooney also attacked the candidacy of former Student Government Judicial Coordinator Rich Urdl on the South Quad because Urdl will be a Resident Assistant next year. As such, Mooney said he will be responsible to the director of Student Residences before the Election Committee chairman Rodriguez responded to the charges levied by Mooney by saying, "they are totally unfounded and I think Don knows it."

The Election Committee felt that she should not run because she was not a member of the Notre Dame Student Body. It would have been very easy to pass the buck along to the SLC and to have them disqualify her if she happened to win, but we don't work like that. We feel that until the two schools merge, and there is one governing body the SLC is meant for Notre Dame representatives only. We're not going to use student representatives this year." (Continued on page 6.)

Student Union Social Commission and the ACC present

In Concert

Chicago

In Concert

Tuesday May 11
3:30 pm in the ACC
Tickets $5.50, $4.50, $2.50

Ticket Sales start Today
4:00- Fiesta Lounge

Dellinger to discuss 'May Day' at Washington Hall

Dellinger refused induction during World War II and fasted for two months during his imprisonment. Since that activist baptism, Dellinger has been a persevering activist for peace. At the recent march on the Capitol, Dellinger spoke of the need for regaining the sense of the "power of the individual" to foster change, a theme which also was emphasized in his speech at Notre Dame's Kellin Center last spring.

Dellinger's speech, at 7:00 this afternoon, is co-sponsored by the non-violence program of the Academic Commission. The Observer is published daily during the college semester. Subscriptions may be purchased for $4.00 in the Office of the Student Body, Student Union, or the Student Store, 153 Campus Center. Postal subscriptions may be purchased for $4.50. Second class postage paid at Notre Dame, Ind. 46556.
McCartin to challenge ROTC

By Jerry Lutkus

The Arts and Letters College Council will hear two proposals this afternoon by Ed McCartin, a student member of the council, dealing with the removal of ROTC courses from the curriculum of the College of Arts and Letters. McCartin, who will be seated as the first student on the council, stressed that this is "not a political move."

"It is essentially an attempt to consider what the liberal arts are and seriously reflect on this to see if it satisfies the concept of liberal studies," he said.

Two proposals

McCartin’s first proposal reads, "all Junior and Senior ROTC courses (100-400 level) should not be granted credit towards the conferral of a bachelor's degree in Liberal Arts."

His rationale behind the proposal is that ROTC courses are not "traditional liberal arts, just as it would be hard to stretch them to become modern liberal arts."

McCartin said that presently these courses can be taken as electives toward a BA degree. He disagrees with this policy saying that these are "non-liberal" courses.

Again he stressed that his objection is "not a moral or political objection. It’s simply and purely an intellectual concern. These courses are not technical in the upper levels that they cannot be considered as.

Study help program appoints coordinators

The Neighborhood Study Help Program, a tutorial program for underprivileged children in South Bend, has appointed a new slate of coordinators for next year’s program.

The new coordinators, John Romp, Tom Reid, Mary Jane Griffin, and Kathy Kane, will succeed outgoing coordinators John Bend and Mike Heieler who have been in charge of the program for two years.

Acknowledging the work of the two graduating seniors as successful, because “for the first time in the history of the organization the financial statements are black,” Miss Kane explained some new programs that NSHP wishes to inaugurate next year.

Dance set for senior week

An informal buffet-dinner dance on Friday, May 7, will be the highlight of the planned activities during Senior Week.

The dance to be held at the Faculty Club will cost approximately $10 per couple. The Notre Dame Bookstore and Mary’s and Barn will provide some of the refreshments for the dance.

Another feature of Senior Week will be a trip to the Dunes and an overnight stay for Saturday, May 8.

A trip to the Dunes and an overnight stay for Saturday, May 8.

No band has been named yet but the leftover candy from the traditional Senior Prom snack will be used in the Junior Prom snack.

An informal buffet-dinner party on Thursday, May 5, will be held at the Faculty Club and will cost approximately $10, per couple.

“Let us help you...” says the Drive’s Car

The Neighborhood Study Help Program (NSHP) at the University of Notre Dame, will hold a membership drive this week.

The NSHP is open to the girls with The Neighborhood Study Help Program (NSHP) at the University of Notre Dame, will hold a membership drive this week. The NSHP provides a homework help program for underprivileged children in South Bend.

The NSHP is open to the girls with The Neighborhood Study Help Program (NSHP) at the University of Notre Dame, will hold a membership drive this week. The NSHP provides a homework help program for underprivileged children in South Bend.

RCA Classical Sale at the Notre Dame Bookstore

On Saturday, May 8, the Notre Dame Bookstore will hold a sale of RCA Classical records.

The sale will feature RCA Victor records and will include artists such as Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli, Leonard Bernstein, and the New Orleans Symphony Orchestra.

Starting Today

The Observer is a student publication of the University of Notre Dame. It is published weekly during the academic year and bi-weekly during the summer months. The Observer is published by the Notre Dame Student Newspaper, Inc., a non-profit organization.

Some recent articles include:

- "The Arts and Letters College Council will hear two proposals this afternoon by Ed McCartin, a student member of the council, dealing with the removal of ROTC courses from the curriculum of the College of Arts and Letters. McCartin, who will be seated as the first student on the council, stressed that this is "not a political move."

- "Two proposals..."

- "Four proposals..."

- "Study help program appoints coordinators..."

- "Dance set for senior week..."

- "RCA Classical Sale at the Notre Dame Bookstore..."

- "Starting Today..."
The SLC Elections

The usual barrage of often self-serving rhetoric is at its peak now with Student Life Council elections scheduled for tomorrow. This year's race is complicated by the fact that the election committee has ordained that Ann Marie Tracey's candidacy from the North Quad is illegal, because she is not a Notre Dame student.

For the past year the general tone and content of Observer editorials concerning the SLC has been largely negative. The SLC has been bogged down in a quagmire of its own general ineptitude and inability to go past the technicalities and deal with the substance of the issues.

Co-education as an issue came and went, and throughout the SLC remained mute. The drug problem on campus was brought home with the pre-Christmas drug raid. The SLC took a fine proposal and put it through the mill. It came out flat as day old dishwater. In effect it gave the administration a blank check to do as they please.

Urda's knowledge with his intimate involvement in hall life, both as a two term hall president and chairman of the Hall President's Council. Under his direction work has begun on legislation which would set up a badly needed committee system for the council. We urge the residents of Grace and Flanner to re-elect Ford Keese.

In this district the Observer, without reservation, endorses Floyd Keese. By his work on the council Keese has shown his ability and willingness to bring greatly needed reform to that body. Keese is vice-chairman of the SLC and he is head of the steering committee. Under his direction work has begun on legislation which would set up a badly needed committee system for the council. We urge the residents of the North Quad to do so.

The Observer editorial board was unable to come to a decision about the second North Quad post. Either T. C. Treanor, Jerry O'Connor or Tom Leahy are acceptable though somewhat limited candidates.

In this district the Observer somewhat hesitantly endorses Dave Tushar. He has a sufficient grasp of the issues, but seems to lack imagination. He does have the ability though, to perform adequately as a member of the SLC. The idea of his opponent, Joe Schlosser, to turn his vote over to Ann Marie Tracey and thus allow SMC representation on the board is an appealing one, but lacking in realism.

Steve Lazar
Washington

when the bells chime in evening
and the nations settle down to war
when it is evening and the nations clash
when the bells chime and in the towns
the people pay their tax
when the bells chime
and the bats are purple in the western sky
then it is time
down from the mountains
down from the mountains
and onto the jeweled plain
down to the mystical cities
from every fold of this scream
let us go down
it is very warm here
it is green
this is not a place of war, here
it is very green
we must articulate the curses
we must make our anger heard
the animals must cry out in anguish
all animals must scream with pain
there is no joy in springtime
no fair scent from the magnolias
there are perfumes and the odors of dead earth
all blossoms are mood
in the archives are kept the records
in documents and mongrams they are kept
into the archives they must place and keep
what we are saying
what here is being screamed

open the archives
throw back the doors
our voices are coming in
let that stone be split
open, for our voices must come in
we must articulate the curses
we must make our anger heard
every rotten bud must hear our voices
each bird must hear us scream
we must find joy in springtime
we must find water that is pure
we must blast the crumbling towers
we must scourge the earth's Bordellia
all animals must change we must
make all animals change
we must remake all animals
it is very warm here
it is green
this is not a place of war, here
it is very green
joshua, who fit the battle, is here
joshua is here, who fit the battle
dead with a music stronger than stone
joshua, who is here, he will lead us in
we must articulate the curses
we must scream against the primitive horror
we must purge all thought we must
purge unthought thought we must
we must scream against the primitive horror
we must articulate the curses
we must make our anger heard
our voices are coming in
open the archives
throw back the doors

and the nations settle down to war
and the nations clash
when the bells chime and in the towns
the people pay their tax
when the bells chime
and the bats are purple in the western sky
then it is time
down from the mountains
down from the mountains
and onto the jeweled plain
down to the mystical cities
from every fold of this scream
let us go down
it is very warm here
it is green
this is not a place of war, here
it is very green

OFF-CAMPUS

All year long they've looked bored as hell — But you should have seen them today!!
Q. There has been a surge and growth in conservative parties throughout the nation, notably Michigan, and others such as Massachusetts. Do you think this is the end of the New York State political party system or something else?

A. Oh, by no means. It had, roughly speaking, everything to do with it, and it's too bad, because I see no reason for a fourth party, unless there's a third party. The situation in New York, I think, because the Liberal Party had exercised a kind of leverage on the two major parties over a period of twenty years, the result of which was the effect of this phantasma of conservatives, and that's the reason why the conservative party grew. And, of course, it established its authenticity when it drew for my brother vastly more votes than were given to the Republican official candidate. In Michigan, you have a situation in which 46 percent was the figure given, but the primary challenge was Mrs. Romany. When you get that close to taking control of the party, I've never understood the logic of proliferation.

Q. The night of your victory, your brother was quoted as saying, "This is the dawn of the age of the new politics." Do you believe that the statement was valid, and if so, what did it mean?

A. Well, it was one part editor and one part a consideration of quite an extraordinary event: not only the first third party Senator to be elected in 40 years, but also a conservative, and from the state of New York. So obviously, he said something that was going on. Now it may be that it is something that will turn out to be a conjunction of unlikely events. A historical event, and an arbitrary opponent. I think that there is something else going on; and I really suggested was that there is in the making, America, some sort of reshuffling of a determination to survive. This is essentially the politics of stability in which he is engaged.

Q. Many people consider Vietnam to be one of the most conservative issues in present times. Yet, following his election, it seems that he has moved to the left somewhat. In light of this, would you say that it is impossible for a President to have conservative legislation enacted, or to follow conservative policies today?

A. There are a couple of things I think that need to enter into that analysis. First of all, Nixon came in as a centrist of the Republicans. Goldwater on his right, and Rockefeller on his left, roughly speaking. His election did not signify within the Republican the election of the conservative wing. Second of all, he is a politician, as all politicians are. They usually arrive at their positions by careful use of calculiars, managing decisions from the two extremes. That being the case, when he surveyed the situation and found a Congress, which after all the laws passed during his term, perhaps a dozen of whose boulevards were dominated by Democrats, he knew better than to try to propose legislation that was absolutely certain to fail, you say a right-wing program, or say, a market-oriented program. So he went about as far as he reasonably could in some cases, failed in others. So I don't think that, in that sense, he's going to change very much necessarily as one of the most conservative Presidents of recent times. But I think that his stand on Vietnam will be considered to have been conservative in light of historic circumstances.

Q. With the Presidential campaign beginning to pick up pace now, would you assess President Nixon's performance so far, from your point of view?

A. Pretty, good, pretty good. I think in Vietnam the choices are that it will have proved successful by mid-year. And I mean that I mean, by mid-year of the next presidential election, the American Presidency will be so exiguous as to be very difficult to compose into a major war. I think that his domestic policies lack a certain consistency, which is why there is considerable proliferation.

Remember Woodstock? Remember all that music, free for most everyone, that on tour this summer, and asking for your help. The real Hippies, communists, counter-culture thing. The real Hippies, communists, for example, are the Panthers. They're little fellows, and they're to the whole ugly competitive place like New York, or to the whole ugly competitive place like New York. They're little fellows, and they're more ambitious.

I mean, will the conservatives into this area. Will they get into New York, or to the whole ugly competitive place like New York. They're little fellows, and they're more ambitious.

I mean, will the conservatives into this area. Will they get into New York, or to the whole ugly competitive place like New York. They're little fellows, and they're more ambitious.
SLC candidates cite diversified goals

Continued from page 1

The lowest long distance rates are in effect every school night and all day Saturdays.

Get outs town without leaving campus. Dial Direct. Use your long distance calling number. Save time. Dial your own calls.

from running for the SLC was wholly uncalled for, discriminatory, and a major loss for the university. "She's one of the tow students who know all about co-education, and that's going to be the major problem dealt with in the SLC."

He said "We have to be the conscience of the administration. They are kind of set in their ways. We've got to keep kicking them." Tom Leahy from BP said that the SLC has been a step behind in everything that has happened on campus this year. "It has failed to assume the leadership which could lead to a meaningful change."

He said that he felt the students on the SLC haven't represented the students very well. "The meetings have been controlled by the Administration and faculty. I feel that if the students did their homework better they would be in a better position."

The SLC, according to Leahy has been limited by the review of the SLC bylaws students "represent the entire student body, and not just their own district."

"They have always been allowed to run anywhere," he said. "No one ever realized it before this year."

St. Mary's SLP Kathy Barlow also released a statement supporting the Tracey candidacy. She said, "with respect to representation, we are one student body as soon as we choose to recognize ourselves as such."

She urged the students to "decide for themselves" and joined with Mooney in calling for a massive write-in campaign for Miss Tracey, not only on the North Quad, but all over campus.

At the afternoon SLC meeting, the question of the validity of the Student Government Election Committee was raised in informal discussion by former National Student Association Coordinator Steve Novak. Novak said that the Election Committee must consist of all the lay Senators, the SLP, the SBP, and the Student Government Executive Coordinator. This year the committee consists of SLP, Rodriguez and two Stay Senators, Jim Clarke of Grace Towers and Bob Sauer, of Stanford. This decision of the committee was unanimous.

However, the SLP Bob Sauer and Constitutional expert and former Stay Senator Tom Thrasher pointed out last night that the Constitution does not mention at all the composition of the Election Committee and that the four-senator rule had been used by former SLP Krisana out of convenience. Barkett cited the precedent of Phil McKenna's appointment of four non-Stay Senators as evidence of the SLP's ability to set up his own committee.

Rich Urda, the candidate attacked specifically by Mooney in his statement, responded by saying that he would indeed by an R.A. next year, but that he "fully intends to represent the students."

He continued, "I really don't think Don understands the role of the R.A. very well or he would never say a thing like that I am pretty sincere in my desire to represent the students who elect me. If I am sincere, I will win. If not, then there's nothing Don can say that will change things."

Drinking at SMC

Legal action may have to be taken against students found drinking on the St. Mary's Campus. Capt. William Parker, head of St. Mary's Security, announced last night.

According to Parker there has recently been a "terrific problem with drinking at night, particularly on weekends, which is disrupting the peace and quiet of the campus and college area." The drinking which takes place largely in the cemetary behind Regina Hall has resulted in several incidents of disorderly conduct on the part of some Notre Dame students.

The Musical Comedy Smash Book, Music and Lyrics by Lionel Bart...

OLIVER! May 1, 6, 7, 8 at 8:30 p.m. May 2 at 2:30 p.m. O'Loughlin Auditorium. $2.00 Tickets. Information: 284-1176.

ND-SMC Theatre presents

Our Founder

"We want to serve you better"

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Mon.-Thur. 5 pm - 10 pm

All the chicken or batter fried cod, served with ranch toast, french fries, and cole slaw. $1.60 chicken. $1.15 fish

Fri. - Sat. OPEN TIL 2:30 am

The Musical Comedy Smash Book, Music and Lyrics by LIONEL BART...

OLIVER! May 1, 6, 7, 8 at 8:30 p.m. May 2 at 2:30 p.m. O'Loughlin Auditorium. $2.00 Tickets. Information: 284-1176.
Stickmen back on the win trail

by Joe Passiatore
Observer Sports Writer

A week’s lay-off seems to be a period of rejuvenation for the Notre Dame lacrosse team, as the Irish stickmen asserted themselves 6-2 over the Chicago lacrosse club yesterday. The team’s victory was the squad’s first since its recent losses to Michigan and Wooster college and attributed the rated as exception of Elgin Shankman. “No added in college luncheon on the 3oth. Shankman. “No added Washington Touchdown Club at a added in a special parade development on the courts of the added a contingent of six men to Des Moines, Iowa this past weekend. He and his charges returned added in the Drake Relays. His hometown that we are school basketball at Mackin, will added in a top rugby with a game in Chicago against the Blue-Gold mtrasquard football the top rugby squads in the country. The Irish left the pitch at halftime trailing the Palmer ruggers, 9-4, but put it all together in the second half to notch the victory. Club vice president Charlie Blum cited the outstanding overall team effort, noting that the Palmer ruggers had not lost a regular season contest since the Irish turned the tables on them last spring. Included among Palmer’s victims were the Irish, who were beaten last fall in a match at Palmer. The Palmer club had also added in a seventh place finish in the Monterrey tournament which features the top rugby squads in the country. The Irish “B” team coasted to an easy 36-0 rout over Palmer in the preliminary. The ND ruggers put together a 17-point first half with a 15-point second stanza to win going away. Joe Greving led the “B” attack for the second week in a row, scoring on three tries. Both Joe Dugan and Phil Calandra turned in fine performances, as the “B” squad upped its record to 3-0-1. Although the “A” team will head east for next weekend’s Virginia Tournament, the “B” squad will travel to the windy city to participate in the Chicago Tournament. The “A” team will close its season the following weekend with a game in Chicago against the Blue-Gold mtrasquard football. Notre Dame, Ind.—The annual Blue-Gold game which is primarily a game winding up Spring Practice, will be held at Notre Dame Stadium on May 1st, 1:30 P.M. Students will be admitted upon presentation of ID cards at GATE FIFTEEN. General Admission tickets for the public are available at the Ticket Office at the Wintrust, Athletic and Convocation Center window at $2.00 for adults, $1.00 for children 12 and under. Tickets will also be available at the door the day of the game. Dates, wives, parents, etc., will be admitted free of charge. No seats will be reserved. The game is sponsored an by the Notre Dame Alumni Club of St. Joseph Valley and the Notre Dame Student Athletic Association. All proceeds will go to the Notre Dame Scholarship Fund. Twenty-one students of this area at the University.
Cry of Love

Pick a Pair

In brewing Bud, our choice is to go all the way. We hope beer matters enough to you that you too will go all the way... to Budweiser.

A sure one that goes double.

Pick up two 6-paks of the King of Beers...

It's the smart way to buy.

When you say Budweiser

You've said it all!

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

In or out of campus please observe office hours.

For information call 7273.

Classified ads 25¢ per 15-word line.

10-word minimum.

Most books for:

Smelser—American Revolution, Menard—American Constitutional, Nordic—Europe since 1930, Scevis––Europe, Ralston—Sociology Seminar; Also many others.

Call 336-5875.

SCFA, CHAIR, and RUG FOR SALE at Low price.

Call 1238 230 Brion-Phillips.

BAR FOR SALE; Interested in all reasonable offers.

Call 1238, 230 Brion-Phillips.

ALL STUDENTS—especially Seniors. Get rid of those books that you won't use anymore. The Student Book Exchange is accepting any books. Bring them to Newmen Services Office in basement, we will pick them up for you.

Crypt—New Hours

Now on stock

Elton John—Tumbleweed jeans and anything else made of denim.
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